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James. R. Kliegel, who suggested this  study, and Dr. Thomas J e  Tyson. 
Their many helpful suggestions during the course of this study were 
appreciated. 
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ABSTRACT 
The transonic equations of motion for a converging diverging nozzle, 
including the effect of variable gamma,  have been solved in toroidal 
coordinates using a combination of an  asymptotic s m a l l  parameter expansion 
and a double coordinate expansion. The analysis was kept general so that 
high order solutions could be recursively calculated. It was found that the 
use of toroidal coordinates and different expansion parameters did not 
significantly extend the range of normalized throat wall radii of curvature 
for which expansion solutions could be accurately calculated. An explanation 
of why expansion methods fail for s m a l l  R is given. Calculations made, 
including the effect of variable gamma (for a homogeneous unstriated flow), 
indicate that its effect is negligible in the transonic region. A new technique 
for solving the subsonic portion of the nozzle flow is also described. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The transonic flow region in convergent divergent rocket nozzles has 
been widely studied, however , completely satisfactory solutions have yet 
to  be achieved. The problem has been attacked by various expansion 
techniques (Refs 1-6) ranging from double power series expansions to s m a l l  
parameter asymptotic expansions about the sonic condition. All of these 
expansion methods are similar, in the sense  that they calculate perturbations 
about the one-dimensional flow solution e The deviation from one-dimensional 
flow is determined by the normalized throat wall radius of curvature, R ,  i o  e , 
the ratio of the throat wall radius of curvature, rc ,  t o  the throat radius,  r*- 
Although these techniques have been successfully applied to a variety of 
transonic flow problems, they have a common shortcoming; their inability 
to handle nozzles having s m a l l  normalized throat radii of curvature, R < 1 a 
Another c l a s s  of transonic solutions (actually combined subsonic- 
transonic solutions) consists of numerical solutions of the exact partial 
differential equations of motion , (e .g e , Refs e 7-9) e While such solutions 
are not subject to the’limitation on R ,  they are subject to varying degrees of 
numerical instability and must go through lengthy iterations to  satisfy the 
throat choked flow singularity. As  a result ,  the numerical methods achieve 
solutions only at the cost  of large amounts of computer t i m e  and money, and 
currently cannot be considered to  be economically feasible engineering 
design aides e 
In Reference 1 0 ,  it was conjectured that the limitation of the expansion 
methods t o  R 2 1 was due to the coordinate system employed (cylindrical) 
rather than a fundamental limitation of the method itself, In cylindrical 
coordinates , the nozzle wall boundary condition requires the flow angle to  be 
equal to the local wall slope. The wall boundary is not a coordinate line in 
cylindrical coordinates and the boundary condition cannot be exactly satisfied 
Also , the radial velocity, v , is proportional t o  the boundary slope, which can 
become large for R < 1 * It was suggested that one could reasonably expect 
the accuracy of the solution to  be improved by seeking a solution in toroidal 
coordinates, wherein both the wall and axis are coordinate lines and the 
boundary condition is reduced to  its simplest form and can be exactly satisfied. 
1 
In addition, the normal coordinate lines would be approximately streamlines 
and the radial velocity would everywhere be s m a l l .  It was a l so  hypothesized 
that changing the expansion parameters from 1/R to  1/(1+R) would result in 
series expansions which were better behaved at s m a l l  R ,  because the latter 
parameter does not become greater than unity for R less than one. Hall's solution 
was recast  as ser ies  in 1/(1+R) in Reference 1 0  and the resul ts ,  which were 
claimed to  be the toroidal coordinate solution transformed to  cylindrical 
coordinates, were very encouraging when compared to the data of Reference 11 
for R = e 625. These results provided the impetus for the current study to try 
and extend the region of applicability of the expansion technique 
by obtaining the transonic solutions directly in toroidal coordinates e 
It was a l so  decided to  formulate the equations so  that the general nth order 
solution could be recursively generated. 
f 
The main thrust of the current effort was then directed towards obtaining 
nth order transonic expansion solutions in toroidal coordinates using a 
combination of an asymptotic parameter expansion and a double coordinate 
power ser ies  expansion. The development of the transonic equations and their 
solution is presented in Sections IT. and 111 and the computer program developed 
to  perform the calculations is described in Appendix E .  
In Section IV, a novel way of finding the flow field in the subsonic regime 
is developed, based on the assumption that a local transonic expansion 
solution can be used to  generate a subsonic "s tar t  line" thereby 
eliminating the need to  iterate to  sat isfy the mass flow singularity a t  the 
throat 
1 
+(l/R)* and (l/R+l)T is the terminology used herein. 
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I1 e TRANSONIC EQUATIONS 
Transformation to Toroidal Coordinates 
In order to write the equations of motion in toroidal coordinates, the 
transformations from Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates t o  toroidal 
coordinates are required, The relationship between r ,  z and 5 ,  q (the toroidal 
coordinates) is given in the following: together with the transformations for 
converting velocities in toroidal coordinates back to cylindrical coordinates 
The derivations of these transformations and the metrics of the coordinate 
system, which are a l so  needed, are outlined in Appendix A .  
A circular arc throat forms a coordinate line in toroidal coordinates 
(q = const.) , hence, for a throat of height , r* , and normalized radius of 
curvature , R (  = rc/r*) , the transformation from cylindrical to  toroidal coordinates 
becomes 
1 
r = I  1 + 2R12 sinh n 
r* cos 5 + cosh q 
1 
z = s  1 + 2R)" s in  4 
r* cos f + cosh II 
and the location of the throat wall is given by 
1 
= -  
qw 2 
l + R  
If vr and vz are  used to denote the velocities in the r and z directions , 
respectively, and u and v are the velocities in the 5 and q directions; then 
sinh' n 1 (cos 6" cosh q)  J + v cash 17 - 6 sinh n sin 6 (cos < 3. cosh q) vr = u 
' s in  6 sinh ri 
(cos 6 + cosh q) - v  
sin' 6 
(cos 4 + cosh q) v = u  cos ( +  z c 
3 
Sound Speed Expansion 
In order to  account for the effects of variable g a m m a ,  the sound speed 
is expanded around the sonic condition as a function of pressure e However, 
the equations of motion will be written in terms of velocit ies,  so Bernoulli's 
Equation is used to find 
the equation of state is 
p = 
M 
pressure as a function of velocity. It is assumed that 
(4 1 
where& is the Universal Gas Constant and M is the molecular weight of the 
gas. The sound speed is given by 
where y is the ratio of specific heats ,  and is a function of the thermodynamic 
s ta te  of the gas .  Since the nozzle flow is assumed to  be irrotational and 
homentropic, Y is a function of only one state variable. 
P 
P* 
Expand P as a function of E in a power series 
n 
2 P + . .  P = P * + -  a p  J*p + a'p I 311 2 * -  aE 
P *  2 = p * +  p * E + T E  + e  e 0 
a*& 
Bernoulli's equation is 
= o  
P* 
4 
or 
Therefore, pressure a s  a function of velocity is 
Expanding the square of the sound speed,  a 2 ,  a s  a function of P 
gives - 
2 2 2  I *  (P - P*) + 0 e 0 a2 = a* + - a a  I*(P -P*)  + -a a  
a p  ap2 
2 
where 
Substituting ( 9 ) into (10) yields the desired sound speed expansion 
2 2 2 = a*2 + LY* - 1) (a*2 - 2 + rg* P *  "a* - q2\, 
2 L. y* \., 2 a 
(1 2) 
Equations of Motion in 'Toroidal Coordinates 
For inviscid , homentropic (and , therefore, irrotational) flows, the 
general equations of motion can be simply written in vector form a s  
5 
Equations for the curl ,  divergence and gradient in a general orthogonal 
coordinate system are given in Appendix A, Applying equations (A-17 - A-19) 
, with the metrics and their derivatives to the velocity vector q 
given by equations (A-14 - A-16); and noting that a/a $ = 0 ,  yields the 
equations of motion in toroidal coordinates 
-b -b + v a 
rl 
= u a< -b 
- u  = o  
rl 
.sin 4 u sinh 
cos 5 + cosh + Vf + cos 5 + :ash q 
- q  
j = O  2 r  2 sinh n - a v jcoth 7 - 
COS E; + cash 3 
2 where a is computed from (12) , keeping only the first correction t e rm 
It is better to work with nondimensional variables when ser ies  solutions 
are being sought , therefore , equations (1 5-17) have been nondimensionalized 
by assuming the following forms: 
and a parameter, b , which incorporates the ef,act of varia 
defined 
le,  y , has been 
6 
Inserting these relations into (15) - (17) results in the following 
nondimensional equations : 
\ -  
v = o  I- y*-1 -2 -2 1 2 sinh n cos <+cash q -  +B,, ( u  + v  1 , G o t h  q - + p+B) - \y*+1 -r 
The equations are then specialized to the transonic regime by assuming 
that the velocity components can be written as 
- 
u = l + u '  
v = VI 
- 
Substitution of (21) into (19) and (20) gives the transonic equations of 
motion 
s in  5 
cos S+cosh 
sinh n 
VI + v' + 5 cos <+cash 
2 ,fy.k.,l + J+'2 -  2 (v '+uIv ' )  fU'  +VI ) (l+B) VI - 2,' 2 Z - L  ++ - \ y*+l + r- - 
4 r) y*+l r ? ?  L y*+l L y*+1 
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Parameter Expans ion 
The solution of equations (22) and (23) will be sought by a combination 
of an asymptotic parameter expansion and a double coordinate power series 
expansion. In carrying out these expansions, it is desirable to  normalize the 
coordinates so that the scaled coordinates are of the same order. The proper 
forms for the velocity series must  a lso be found. 
Following Hall (Ref .  1 ) an expansion parameter involving the non- 
dimensional throat radius of curvature, R ,  will be used. The form of the . 
expansion parameter, e , is dictated by the boundary condition a t  the throat wall 
Without choosing c it is shown in Appendix B that ,  in general, in order to 
obtain a nontrivial solution, the coordinates must be scaled a s  
E-= 5 Ll - r l =  
and the velocity expansions are of the form 
For large R ,  equations (25) and (26) should reduce to Hall 's (Ref 1 
results i f  transformed back to cylindrical coordinates e 
(2 5) 
8 
From equation (2) it can be shown that 
a 1  
=T 'w R E  
for large R ,  hence , 
and 
rl = 0%) 
The order of r/r* and z/r* may then be found using equation (1) 
5 = o(1) and $ = O(
and the velocity expansions become 
u' = - + * * *  u1 f m_ u2 R . R2 
As  expected, Hal l ' s  results are reproduced - in the l imi t  of large R.  
1 
Hall treated only the case where c = 1/R" , in cylindrical coordinates 
and his analysis was not applicable to nozzles with R < 1, Based on the 
favorable results presented in R e f ,  B O ,  it was felt that the use of toroidal 
coordinates, together with an e pansion parameter which was well behaved 
for s m a l l  R ,  would allow Hall  type solutions to be extended to  s m a l l  values 
of Re Equation (28) represents the only re triction on allowable forms for e 
and the solution to  be outlined below does not add any additional constraints. 
While the method of solution will be valid for any c (satisfying (28)) particular 
attention will be paid to  the following two forms , 
1 
P + R  c =  
9 
(3 2 a) 
and 
The first form is immediately suggested by the equation for q w  (equation ( a ) ) ,  
while the Patter seemed to be a good choice based on the results of Ref, P O ,  
Using equations (2) and (32a), the wall expansion becomes 
while equations (2) and (32b) give 
(3 3) 
where 
+ 8 )  n-P ,(a+$=) 
2 a + %  a = O  
[a - (F)] ’ (35) - 
+ ---[ an 2 n + 1  
j =O 
Equations (33) and (34) both show that q, = O(C)  I . in agreement with equation 
(2 5) a Since q, and G are the s a m e  order, it was decided to  first  seek solutions 
with the coordinates nsimalized as follows: 
SO that the wall is always at 
all R. 
= P and the resulting solution is universal for 
The nth order differential equations are obtained by expanding al l  of the 
is expanded in 
terms in equations (2%) and ( and equating like powers of Q, The velocities are 
expanded as in equation (26) I the wai l  boundary, equation (2) 
the form 
CD 
2n = e  C a n e  
n = O  ‘p1w 
10 
(37) 
where the an's depend upon the choice of c (equations (33) - (35) give 
the an's for two possible choices for e ) ,  In addition to  the abov 
trigonometric and hyperbolic function expansions, products , and p 
ser ies  occur, and general formulae are required for expressing the resultant 
expansions in a form where all of the terms containing like power 
accumulated. 
Given two series of the form 
I1 n =  c, 
A general formula has been derived 
co E3 + c5n) 
C a e  m and m =  c1 
for computing their product, wherein all 
terms of equal powers of e: are explicitly determined. The formula is 
p - P, 
cT, C4P-B1  
m =  c1 [ (C4P - $1 - '3)- m] a m c e  C b  P = a  
c4 
where - 
and 
a = c3 + c4 (c1+ 
8, = a - c1 
c4 = c 5  
c2) 
If c4 # c5, as occurs in the expansion of s in  
6 ,  can be defined which allows those expansions t o  be written in the same 
form as equation (38) .  
and cos 5 a special functi 
11 
The diligent application of equation (38) t o  a l l  of the terms in equations 
(22) and (23) yields the general, nth order toroidal coordinate , differential 
equations 
mediate variables have been defined (A's ( B ' s  / C's , etc .). Appendix C has  
been included so that these variables may be more readily related t o  the terms 
appearing in equations (22) and (23) .,
In order to make the analysis more practicable , several inter- 
The irrotational equation (22) contains only odd powers of E ,  s a y  
G , a = 1, 3 ,  5 a e . 03 e If P (a + 1)/2/ t henP  = 1, 2 ,  3 . e . is the 
order of the equation. The Pth order irrotational equation (containing all 
a 
terms with e 2P-1) is 
P - 2  P 
v(p-3) R =  1 B(p-1-R)3 V R +  R =  E 1 cB(P-R),+ B(P-R),)(CR, .- 'R,> 
P-1 
The P th  order momentum equation, P = 1 I 2 ,  3 . . 03 I contains a l l  terms 
of order E: 2p , and is given by 
P P-1 P-1 
K - 1  E(P-K)l DK1 + I' E p2 + v(P-2) K = l  2 E(p-K)2 K = l  E(P-K)3 DK3 
p-i P-2 
1 2  
where 
CD 
(- 1 + 2m)! = c  BPl m =  1 
P-1 = z :  
Bp3 n=O 
-2m-1 P 
A(2m - 1) , (P - m) = C e q  Bps m=O m 
P 
= C b  V (P-n) n- cPl n = l  6 
P 
P +  1 
(P+l-n) un- c = c b  
p3 n = l  5 
(4 2) 
K-1 
(K-n) vn D = V K +  v(K-2) C U K3 Il=l 
13 
K- 1 K-2 
n = l  
- v K-3) r1 t: v@+,n)  vn 
n = l  (K-n) un 
= - r  u -v@-z)3r1  C u DK4 3 K  
(43) Cont. 
K- 1 K-2 
n = l  n = l  
1 
~ - 1  -n) vn = - 2r u - v(K-2) rl u(~,~) un - v(K-3) rl v D% 1 K  
N = 2 .  * . a  (4 5)  
A-l ,n  = bn 
14 
1 - _ .  
a 
0 
bo - 
__p 1 n-I 
O m=o 
b n = l ,  2 ,  (n-m) m E a  n 
= 1  
n-ll e 
E 
m=O 
co m 
[~ (n -m)  + I I 1 n =  1 , 2  . e 1 = - -  en (2n)! (47) 
i . e . ,  for s even ~ ( s )  = I 
6(s) = 0 for s odd 
and v (s) = 0 for s 0 
= l f o r s r O  
15 
To solve the differential equations for a given order, each of the velocity 
coefficients (i e e e I u1 , u2 
series in 
be even functions of 
e ; v1 I v2 a * )  is expanded in a double power 
and ye From the symmetry of the problem, the u coefficients must 
and the v coefficients odd functions e Thus, 
-m - N N-m 
m = O  n=O 
UN = E c aNprnpn  4 rl2n 
--m - (“n+ 1) N N-m 
m = O  n=O 
V N =  bN,m,n 6 7  
In the course of expanding equations (39) and (40), many ser ies  multi- 
plications must be carried out and the resultant product series expressed in a 
form wherein all of the terms involving like powers of T and are explicitly 
collected. The use of the general formula (38) ,  properly defined v functions, 
and the following general formulae for interchanging the order of summations 
make this long and difficult task a bit more practicable. 
Given a double summation of the form 
B m - a  c c 
m = A  n = C  
it is equivalent t o  
E v (m-A) B - a  
n = C  m = n + a  
c 
since A -  a 2 C 
Also, for A 2 K 
A- m A-n E z = 5 c v $ - m )  (53) 
m = O  n = O  n=O m = O  
1 6  
Using the formulae given by (38), (52) ,  and (53), all of the series 
Again, several new variables have been introduced to avoid writing 
multiplications required in expanding equations (39) and (40) were carried 
out 
long strings of summations e Appendix D has  been included to indicate the 
origin of these variables a In solving the Pth order differential equations, it 
can be seen from equation (51) that there are a total of (P + 1) (P + 2) unknown 
coefficients in the velocity expansions (ap, m ,  nl  
collecting terms having like powers of 
Equation (39) generates (P/2) (P + 1) equations, the Momentum Equation (40) 
yields e 5(P + 1) (P+ 2) equations and the remaining (P + 1) equations come from 
the boundary condition (24) e 
) .  Upon and bPtm,nls 
and F, it is found that the Irrotational 
The (P + 1) (P + 2) equations that result from expanding the Pth order 
differential equations are presented below in a format in which all of the unknowns 
appear on the left hand s ides  of the equations. 
Irrotational Euua tions 
P-1 Pgl-K L2(K+ll ' 
K=O L=O 0 bP ,K+1 ,L 0 P ,K,L+l I= a - a a c 
P-1 P-I-K P-2-L P-2 
K=O L=O M=O R=M+L 
c c {-V (~-1) V (P-3) c v (K-I-M) c V (~-1) V (P-~-R+M-K) 
P-1-L - - v (K-M) v (P-2-M-L) B(P-l-R), (P-l-R+M-K)3 bR, 
(54) 
P- 1 L 
(K+') bi, (~+1)  , L  - M=o C w(P-2-K) - 2 v (P-2-K-L) *=-1 , (P4)  i=K+L+ 1 
17  
P-1 ’ A-l , (R-i) (K+l) b i , K + l  , M C v (R- I -K- M) v (P-R-L+ M) , (L - R=K+ 1 2 i=K+M+l 
R 
C A  
i=M+L+ 1 
+ 2 v(P-2-K-L) -1 , (R-i) 2(L+1) ai, M,L+1 
P-1 L+ 1 - -  
+ C v(P-2-K) 
M=l 
A-l/(P-l) 2(L+1) ai,K,L+l 
i = K+L+ 1 (54) Cont. 
R 
i=K+ M A-l I (R-i) (2M) a i , K ,  M 
Momentum Equations 
+ 
P/G,H a 
2al,  1 ,o  
a - 2(1+B) [ 
0 
a G=O H=O 0 
P ,K+1  ,L C G v (P-1-K) ,E H v (P-1-K-L) v (l+K+L-G-H) al ,G-K, H-L (W) a. a K = O  L=O 
T=2 K=O L=O c -  G=O H=O 
18  
P-1 
) (  j = 1  F(P,j) 1 1  ' I GIH1 > +  
P-% - 2r2 v (P-1-G-H) v(i-1) b(p,i) (2H+l) bi,G ,H 0 
r2 'b,G,H2 f=G+H 
P-1 G H 
C 
T = l  K=O L= 0 
C V(P-T-K) C V(P-T-L) v -G+K-H+L) [ ~ ( p  -T) I K , L2 e 
(55) Cont 
- - 
+ ~ ( P - T )  # K , L ~  DT, (G- DT, (G-K) I (H-L) ] + v (P-1-G) v (H-l)r2 . 
P - l  G H -1 
T = l  K = O  L=O (P-T) ,KIL3 
C C v (P-T-I-K) v (P-~-1-k) v (T-G+K-H+~+L) E 
Boundary Condition 
The boundary condition VN ( 3, I) = 0 becomes 
P P-m 
C O b p , m f n  ] = o  
m=O n =  
where 
- 
% (M+R-K)$ 
e Q-1-L Q-1-M-L 
= C v(K-M). C v (Q-R-1-M) v (M+R-K) 
Q-1-K L 
+ v(Q-~-K-=L) C E (Q-1-R-K-M) v (R-L+M) 
R=O M=O 
20 
Q-L-1 Q - M-L- 1 
= C V(K-M) C v (Q-2-R) v (Q-R-M-1) v (M+R-K) 
EQ,KlL4 M=O R=O 
- 
(Q-R-~)  , M , L  B(~+i ) ,  (M+R-K)~ a 
Q-1 -K L-l 
R=O d=O 
- 2 v ( ~ - 1 )  C v(Q-2-R) C v(Q-1-R-K-d) V(R+l-L+d) 
- 
(K+l) ai, K+l ,  L + v (Q-K-~)2 c ~ - ~  ,K , M~ B~ ,(L-M) i=K+L+ 1 
- - 
with sums on R beginning at 1 instead of 0. Eb # K J 2  EQ,KlL2 
2 1  
- 
(57) cone. with sums on R beginning at 1 instead of 0 ,  in the - E b , K , L 5  t ~ t ~ 5  
first two sums only, 
T-2 
j=1 '(T-1-j) , j ,u,v2 
- v (T-3) v (V-1) v (T-l-u) rl 
T-1 
- v(T-2)rl F(T-j),j,u8vv1 j=1 
- T-1 
]=1 
= - r a  - v(T-2)  3rl ? F(T-j)fj tu8vl 3 T,u,v 
22 
(59) Cont. 
2 3  
(62) Cont. 
and the A ' s ,  a 's ,  b 's  , e's, T's , 6 and v have all  been defined earlier. 
2 4  
111 TRANSONIC SOLUTIONS 
First Order Solutions 
The first order solution must be known before the higher order solutions 
can be recursively solved; s ince ,  in general, the Nth order solution depends 
on the velocity coefficients up to the (N- l )s t  order. 
I 
The first order differential equations can either be obtained directly 
from the original differential equations (19 and 20) . through the use  of the 
general Nth order differential equations (39 and 40) with P=l  , or from equations 
(54) and (55) e The equations depend upon the choice of the expansion parameter, 
e.  For e ,  given by equation (32a) they are 
"1 
rl rl 
- 
+ v 1 - + [ + = - = 0  
where a = (1 + B)/T2 e 
equations are  
While for e given by equation (32b) the first order 
- 2 a u  u + vl- + 2 g - + T  v1 = o  
r) rl 
1 1T 
The boundary condition is: 
The first order equations are solved using the same method that will be 
used to solve the higher order equations, i ,e e , expanding the velocities in 
double power series in F and 
differential equations and boundary condition which contain l ike  powers of 
and equating the resultant terms in the 
25 
- 
nd 5 For illustrative purposes, the solution of equations (63 and 6 
worked out below. 
The solution proceeds as follows: 
Let  
Then inserting (68) into (63) and (64) and equating like powers of r a n d  { 
yields 
b10 = 2aO1 - 1/2 
and 
- a aO0 a10 f boo = 0 
- a (aol alO) + 2 bO1 = 0 
- a a fO2  + b10 + 1/2 = 0 
The boundary condition (67) supplies the remaining two equations 
boo+ bO1 = 0 
b10 = 0 
Equations (69) and (70) are easi ly  solved and give 
1 1  
8 4  --f - 5 2  + u1 = - 
(7 0) 
(7 f )  
2 6  
Equations (65 and 66) can be solved in a similar manner to give 
For comparative purposes , the transonic solution has  a l so  been worked out 
assuming the coordinates are normalized a s  
- 5 = +  and - - z 1  q -  e (7 3) 
instead of as in equation (36) 
manner, the 7 
condition 
When the coorc,&iates are normalize( in this 
expansion enters the solution only through the boundary 
W 
v ' = O  at  q = q w  
hence, it does not directly enter into the differential equations and the 
differential equations remain the same for a l l  € e  To first order, the resulting 
differential equations are the same a s  (63) and (64) , however, the boundary 
condition is changed to 
(7 5) T W  
- -  - -   v, (F , l )  = o a t  q = qw L 
and the solution becomes 
The effect of using different E'S is reflected in the value of "lW. 
2 7  
Hiaher Order Transonic Solutions 
With the first order solutions given previously, higher order solutions can 
be found recursively, using equations (54) - (56) 
solution depends only upon the previous solutions up t o  (P-1)st order and 
contains (P + I) (P + 2) unknown velocity coefficients 
orders, the equations are all linear and may be conveniently written in matrix 
form as 
In general, the Pth order 
For second, and higher 
1 
G i l j  H .  1 = L i  (77) 
where G is a (P + 1) (P+ 2) x (P + 1) (P + 2) matrix consisting of the coefficients 
of the unknown a 
Li 
is the column vector of unknowns and P , i , j o  Hj and b P , i , j  
contains the homogeneous terms which depend upon the lower order solutions 
These equations are easi ly  solved , and in principle , there is no l imi t  on the 
maximum order of solution which can be obtained. In practice, however, one 
is limited by the core s ize  and machine t i m e  required to  invert a (P + 1) (P+ 2) x 
(P f 1) (P $. 2) matrix, for large P Also , the parameter expansion is asymptotic, 
hence,  one would not expect the velocity series (equation 26) to be infinitely 
convergent, I t  can be expected that after an initial convergence trend, higher 
order solutions will begin to  diverge. The number of terms that can be calculated 
before divergence occurs should be a function of the expansion parameter, 8 
It is not computationally feasible t o  obtain high order solutions of 
equations (54)-(56) by hand, so a computer program, described in Appendix E ,  
was written to  solve the equations 
so difficult t o  both derive and program without error, every effort was made t o  
continually check intermediate results 
order equations were derived and solved, by hand, two different ways (from 
the original differential equations and using equations (54)-(56)) to  serve as 
a standard for checking out the computer program. 
Since the equations are so lengthy, and 
A s  part of this effort , the second 
2 8  
1 
= l / ( l+R)" , the second order solution was found to be 
These second order results are a l so  of interest because the numerical 
results require Y t o  be specified and do not show its effect explicitly. 
The results obtained using the computer program are presented in 
Table 1. These results were computed with Y = 1 .4  and have been rounded 
off to five significant figures. The velocity coefficients for four separate 
solutions are given to fifth order in the table. The first solution was obtained 
with G = (1+2R)'/(l+R) and B = 0 ,  the second and third with E =  1/(1+R)" and 
B = 0 and B = 0,05, respectively. The las t  se t  of results is the solution of 
the transonic equations in  cylindrical coordinates and represents an extension 
of Hal lgs  (Ref .  1) results to  higher order 
1 1 
+ The second order solution, 
+ In order to extend Hall 's  resul ts ,  the analysis and computer program were 
modified a s  follows e The different equations of motion in cylindrical 
coordinates can be recovered from equations (15) and (1 6) by letting f = z , 
q = r, s in  ri; = cos 5 = sinh r) = 0 ,  cosh r) = 1 and coth q = l /q  . These 
modific_ations were incorporated into the computer program by setting al l  
of the B's = 0 except for 
addition, a l l  of the terms in the coefficient matrix Gi,, . (equation (77)) were 
halved, and a was se t  equal t o  one and the other a 
eliminate the Oq normalization of the coordinates nThe boundary condition 
a l so  had to be m%dified t o  reflect the change to cylindrical coordinates e In 
cylindrical coordinates , the boundary condition contains nonhomogeneous 
terms Results were calculated to fifth order , and the calculations to third 
order checked identically with Hall's results (as corrected in R e f ,  10 1. 
In comparing the two solutions, the sl ight differences in the definition of 
the axial coordinate and transverse velocity were accounted for 
= 1, and eo = 1 and the other en 's  = 0. In 
to zero in order to 
0,02 
29 
TABLE 1 
VELOCITY EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS - Y = 1.4 
g = (1+2R) h /(l+R) 
B =  0 
-.125 
e 2 50 
.64550 
e 092882 
-.23542 
-08125 
-.22861 
.16137 
.013889 
-.071174 
e 2 5622 
-. 2071 6 
e 048034 
15904 
-. 51039 
.19345 
-.039352 
-.065972 
e 15809 
.11883 
- e  53961 
58098 
-.26795 
1 
C = l/(l+R)Z 
dY= 0 
-,250 
e 500 
.91287 
.24653 
-.69167 
e 32500 
-.41840 
.45644 
.027778 
- -42861 
1 e 6227 
-1 e 3807 
38427 
88048 
-2 e 4685 
1 a 0943 
- 143 52 
a 26389 
.44714 
1 e 3003 
-6 2954 
7 3272 
-3 -7012 
B =  0.05 
-.250 
.500 
.a9087 
.25069 
- 71 167 
.33500 
-.40832 
e 44 544 
-. 005291 
-.45340 
1.7442 
-1 .¶ 4934 
.41796 
e 90869 
-2 e 5721 
1.1495 
- e  12147 
.24735 
.42070 
1.4521 
-7 0860 
8.2722 
-4.2025 
C yl indrica 1 
Coordinates 
= 1/R 
- B = 0  
-,250 
500 
91287 
.24653 
-. 85833 
.49167 
- e  57054 
.91287 
.027778 
-.36764 
1.7368 
-1 e 8519 
.63566 
e 84894 
-2.3103 
1.1894 
- 15278 
-.70833 
-.23752 
85344 
-4.7325 
6.7616 
-4 e 3085 
30 
TABLE 1 (Continued) 
1 
e = ( I + Z R ) ~ / ( ~ + R )  
R =  0 
.045212 
-.42932 
1.3353 
-1 a 0032 
.23597 
.3 02 57 
-. 86077 
.39619 
.032929 
,079865 
.018836 
- .2  607 6 
1.3451 
-1.7472 
1.1086 
-.36103 
.047950 
1.0135 
-4.1995 
4.3112 
-1 8928 
.31500 
-1.1129 
3 8406 
-2 9 542 
e =  Q 1/(1+R) 
R =  0 
.72379 
-3.5030 
12.450 
-10,178 
2.6697 
2.2688 
-6.5688 
3.1695 
e 065190 
.45179 
e 075345 
-6 a 21 08 
32 ., 267 
-42.729 
28.617 
-10 178 
1 e 5344 
18.301 
-76.419 
82 e 177 
-38 604 
7,1279 
-15.103 
53.753 
-43 584 
B =  0 - 0 5  
82768 
-3 81 62 
13.700 
-11.256 
2.9656 
2.3883 
-6.9569 
3.3707 
.077326 
.43307 
042857 
-7.3586 
38 a 367 
-50.775 
34.068 
-12 e 172 
1 8463 
2 1  e 197 
-88.797 
95 0 594 
-45,030 
8.3556 
-16.970 
60,698 
-49 D 334 
Cylindrical 
Coordinates 
8 =1/R 
- R = O  
1 e 0528 
-2,2306 
8.5123 
-8 e 0230 
2.4097 
1.1321 
-. 68020 
-1 1245 
e 15542 
-1.3879 
0059002 
-2 e 92 62 
17.218 
-28 a 052 
23,990 
-10 e 903 
2.0676 
8 4791 
-38.727 
49.529 
-28.108 
6.1628 
-6 -2714 
18.055 
-10.544 
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TABLE 1 (Continued) 
5,2,3 a 
a 
a 
a 
, a  
a 
a 
5t3,O 
5,3t1 
5,312 
5,4,0 
5,4,1 
5,5,0 
bl,OIO 
bl,O,l 
b l I I I O  
b2,0,0 
b2,0,1 
b2,0,2 
b211,0 
b211,1 
b2 ,2 ,o 
b3,0,0 
b3,0,1 
b3,012 
b3,0,3 
b3,1 ,o 
b3,1,1 
b3,1 ,2 
1 
g = (1+2R) z/(l+R) 
B =  0 
.68911 
.46961 
-1.2087 
57090 
-.014991 
.015994 
066452 
-.96825 
.96825 
0.0 
.11713 
-.18760 
.070467 
-. 241 67 
241 67 
0. 
- e  12536 
.31826 
-.25080 
.OS7906 
.51138 
-.76521 
e 2 5383 
1 
F =  l / ( l+R) '  
B =  0 
11.026 
4.7614 
-13 e 201 
6.4590 
-.086253 
.12795 
.37591 
-.27386 
.27386 
0.0 
.45720 
- 85582 
39862 
-.96667 
.96667 
0. 
-1.0168 
2 e 6729 
-2.3112 
e 65513 
3.0407 
-5,0713 
2 e 0306 
B =  0.05 
12 527 
5 e 0979 
-14.270 
7 e 0012 
- .08722 4 
.lo344 
.33671 
- .28062 
.28062 
0.0 
.48158 
-. 90501 
.42343 
-1 a 0067 
1 e 0067 
0. 
-1.1143 
2 9409 
-2 e 5575 
.7309 
3.2794 
-5 5021 
2.2228 
Cylindrical 
Coordinates 
C =  1/R 
- B = O  
71 944 
1.1050 
1,3930 
-3.1781 
-.017270 
e 60503 
e 085568 
-.27386 
.27386 
1.0 
.SO284 
-1 e 0384 
e 53555 
-1.7167 
1.9667 
e 91287 
-. 99582 
2.9889 
-3 0004 
1.0073 
3.4737 
-7.4078 
3.8140 
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TABLE 1 (Continued) 
1 
e = (1+2R) '/(l+R) 
B =  0 
-.33579 
.33579 
0, 
.22280 
-. 64770 
e 697 90 
-. 33012 
.057121 
-. 9921 6 
2 e 1474 
-1,4958 
.34051 
1.2101 
-1 e 8601 
64999 
-.48064 
.48064 
0. 
- 49971 
1.6273 
-2.1107 
1,3841 
-.46366 
e 062654 
2 e 6444 
B =  0 
-1 e 8995 
1 e 8995 
0.  
3.3718 
-10.375 
12.058 
-6.3474 
1.2926 
-11 e 999 
27.377 
-20 e 825 
5.4470 
11 e 570 
-18.924 
7 * 3538 
-3 e 8451 
3 e 8451 
0. 
-1 5 87 1 
52 a 142 
-69 990 
49 046 
-18 ,, 163 
2 e 8358 
63 e 083 
B =  0.05 
-2.0101 
2.0101 
0 .  
3.8736 
-11.953 
13.955 
-7.3910 
1.5156 
-13.555 
31.028 
-23.718 
6.2460 
12.799 
-21.001 
8.2027 
-4 e 1038 
4.1038 
0. 
-19.269 
63.264 
-84.992 
59.742 
-22.239 
3.4954 
75,123 
Cylindrical 
Coordinates 
G = 1/R 
- B = O  
-2.3103 
2.3788 
-. 47222 
2 a 5174 
-9.1796 
12 e 907 
-8.2785 
2.0340 
-9.4649 
27 -046 
-25.851 
8.4222 
8 e 5123 
-16.046 
7.2291 
- e 45347 
-1.4993 
69395 
-8 4867 
33.285 
-55.514 
49.215 
-22,913 
4 4144 
34.436 
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TABLE 1 (Continued) 
b5 , 1 ,-1 
b5,1,2 
b5,1,3 
b5,1,4 
b5 ,2 ,0  
b5 ,2 ,1  
b5,2,2 
b5,3,0 
b5,3,1 
b5,3,2 
b5,4,0 
b5,4,1 
b5,5,0 
b 5 / 2 # 3  
1 
!3 = (1+2R) 2/(1+R) 
B =  0 
-6 6742 
6.3278 
-2.7566 
e 4 58 62 
-4 01 57 
8,1822 
-5 e 3603 
1.1938 
2.3864 
-3.6644 
1.2780 
-.SO714 
.SO714 
0. 
1 
G = l / ( l + R ) T  
B =  0 
-1 64.06 
164.17 
-77.875 
14.676 
-73.881 
156.58 
-109.71 
27 011 
33.824 
-54 e 272 
20.448 
-5.7376 
5.7376 
0. 
B =  0,05 
-1 95.40 
195.90 
-93.327 
17.697 
-86.063 
182.65 
-128 a 34 
31.746 
38.338 
-61 e 661 
23.323 
-6 e 2511 
6.2511 
0. 
N N-m 
m=O n=O 
Fm 7 2n N,m8n U N =  c E a  
-m - 5 q (2n+ 1) 
N N-m 
m = O  n=O N,m,n 
V N =  c C b  
Cylindrical 
Coordinates 
c =  1/R 
- 4 = 0  
-112.21 
143.94 
-87.22 1 
20.676 
-38.727 
99 e 057 
-84 323 
24.651, 
12,036 
-14.058 
1.4389 
.69652 
-3.1781 
24201 
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equation (78) proved t o  be a valuable aid in checking out the computer program 
and is exactly reproduced by the corresponding results in Table 1 
numerical results have a l so  satisfied every other cross check that has  been 
carried out, including the correct reproduction of the previously known first  
three orders of Hal l ' s  solution, and are believed to be accurate. The reason 
for limiting the results presented in Table 1 to  fifth order is disgussed below. 
The 
Since it is difficult, i f  not impossible, t o  a s s e s s  the relative merits 
of these solutions from the tabular results,  the velocities at two selected 
points, the throat axis (u ) and wall (u,) points, have been computed from 
the tables and are presented in Figures 1-3 e 
0 
It can be seen from these figures that,  a s  indicated previously, the 
velocity ser ies  give results characteristic of asymptotic expansions. If 
a ser ies  which alternates in sign (like the current velocity series) is convergent, 
the results for each succeeding order should lie between the values obtained 
for the two previous orders The present results show convergence initially 
for small values of the expansion parameter, however, after a certain value 
of C is reached, which depends upon the order of the solution and the form 
of e ,  the series begin to  diverge. 
1 
For e: = 1/(1+R)", the third order solution begins to  diverge for R s m a l l  
than about 0 ., 66 e For e = (1+2R) + / ( l+R),  the third order solution does not 
diverge , while the cylindrical coordinate (Hall's) third order solution 
diverges for R l e s s  than about 1 a 5 e For all of the higher order solutions , 
divergence occurs for R less than about 2 .  For higher than fifth order the 
velocity coefficients get very large and the divergence rates become extreme e 
While the degree t o  which the various solutions diverge varies,  none of 
them appear to  be capable of yielding valid, accurate solutions for s m a l l  R. 
The toroidal coordinate solutions presented in Table 1 were obtained 
using coordinates normalized with q,. As shown in the section on first  
order solutions , solutions can a l so  be obtained with the toroidal coordinates 
scaled by e instead of q W a  Higher order solutions were found using the 
alternate scaling by setting all of the an in equation (37), except ao, equal 
t o  zero; a was set equal to one and the boundary condition was changed 
to  agree with equation (74) e These solutions turned out to  be much worse 
than the original ones,  and hence, were not presented. The reason these 
0 
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latter solutions were so poor, can be attributed to the fact that they implicitly 
contain = ~ W / E  as a parameter and yw -+ a as  R + 0, 
Figure 4 shows the third order results for uw from Figures 1-3 
compared to experimentally measured values e Also shown in Figure 4 are 
the results of Reference 1 0 .  I t  can be seen that as R becomes 'smaller 
all of the theoretical results begin to diverge from the experimental data. 
The results obtained using the method of Reference 1 0  show excellent agreement 
with the data for R down to approximately .4  , however , this must be considered 
fortuitous in view of the following. It is claimed in Reference 10 that the 
solution presented therein represented the solution in toroidal coordinates 
(with 6 = l/(1+R)'I2) transformed back into cylindrical coordinates 
current results show that contention to  be false, A reexamination of the 
results of Reference 1 0  a l so  show that the proposed series do not sat isfy 
the differential equations of motion in cylindrical coordinates 
then that the method of Reference 1 0  is actually an empiricism which agrees 
quite well with the data. While this method must now be viewed in a 
different light, it shouldn't inhibit its use ,  s ince it still represents a useful 
and unique engineering tool for cheaply and accurately (within its l imi ts )  
calculating transonic flows 
The 
It appears 
Having extended Hall 's method of solution to  fifth order, it was possible 
to extend the method presented in Reference 1 0  to higher orders , just  to  see 
what would happen. It turns out that the fourth order results that are obtained 
are significantly worse than third order and the fifth order results are seriously 
divergent e 
The results obtained in this study, as outlined above, refute the 
contention of Reference 10 that the inability of previous expansion solutions 
to  yield good solutions for small R was a limitation imposed by the coordinate 
system, rather than a fundamental limitation of the method itself. Further 
reflection upon this matter has given r ise  to  the following explanation for the 
inapplicability of expansion methods for small R .  A l l  of the expansion 
methods including the present solution , assume that the transonic solution 
is completely determined by the local geometry of nozzle throat. Experimental 
evidence, and theroretical results obtained by other means , show that the 
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throat geometry does essentially determine the transonic flow, for large to 
medium values of R ,  For s m a l l  R ,  however, there is some evidence (Ref .  8) 
that the upstream nozzle geometry begins to  noticeably affect the transonic 
flow, while for R x 0 the local throat geometry essentially disappears and 
the transonic flow cannot possibly be treated a s  a local expansion problem 
(see Reference 9) .  Thus , it appears that the expansion methods fai l  for 
small R because a basic premise upon which they rely begins t o  degenerate 
a s  R + 0 ,  and at  R = 0 the premise becomes untenable. 
Table 1 a lso  contains the results of a calculation that was carried 
out to assess the effect of variable g a m m a  on the transonic flow. This 
effect is incorporated in the parameter, B ,  and represents the change in 
gamma due t o  real  gas effects only, and does not account for specific heat 
variations due to  flow striations which can occur in real engines e B is 
given by 
g I, 1 Y *(Y * +I) B =  
and sample calculations were carried out which indicated that B should be 
less than 0 e 05 for the conditions of interest in rocket engines e The 
calculation shown in  Table 1 was performed with B = 0 a 05 and as such 
should represent an  approximate upper bound on the effect of variable, Y 
Again, it is difficult t o  assess the differences between the solutions with 
B = 0 and B = 0 e 05 from the velocity coefficients of Table 1, so Table 2 
comparing u and uw for the two solutions is presented. 
it can be seen that the effect of variable y is quite s m a l l  even at a value 
of R and at orders for which the solution is diverging. In the range where 
the solutions are most applicable, i.e 
appear t o  be completely negligible 
From Table 2 
0 
R 2 1 . 5 ,  the effect of variable gamma 
4 1  
TABLE - 2 
Comparison of Uo and Uw With and Without The Effect of Variable Gamma 
R = 2  
.9 167 
.9441 
.9282 
.9442 
.9187 
Order of 
Solution 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
R =  .625 
.8462 
.9395 
-8396 
1.0261 
e 4780 
D = O  
Order of 
Solution 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
D = O  
. 
R = 2  R =  .625 
1.0833 1.1538 
1.0700 1 a 1083 
1 0773 1 e 1544 
1.0693 1,0619 
1,0829 1.3531 
D = 0.05 
R = 2  
1.0833 
1 0693 
1.0773 
1.0682 
1.0846 
R = 2  
9 167 
s 9445 
-9277 
e9457 
.9154 
R =  .625 
1,1538 
1.1061 
1 1563 
1 e 0507 
1.4015 
R =  .625 
e 8462 
.9411 
e 8354 
1,0437 
3943 
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IV D SUBSONIC SOLUTION 
The combination of the equations of motion being elliptic in subsonic 
flow, of mixed type in transonic flow, and the throat choked flow singularity, 
seriously complicates the task of obtaining numerical subsonic-transonic 
solutions in rocket nozzles 
encountered insurmountable numerical difficulties , or frequently , complex 
methods have been developed which can achieve solutions only at the cost  
of large amounts of computer t i m e .  Recognition of the need for a relatively 
simple and economical subsonic-transonic method has led us  to develop the 
following new approach to the problem. 
Attempts to solve this problem have either 
I t  is fairly well known that the nature of the transonic flow in the region 
of the throat , including the mass flux for choked flow , is governed almost 
completely by the local geometry and is essentially free of upstream influence 
from the convergent section e In view of this fact , it is suggested that the 
subsonic and transonic solutions be obtained separately, in the following manner e 
First , a transonic solution is obtained either with the method presented herein, 
or another method which depends only upon the local geometry. With a known 
transonic solution, the problem of solving the elliptic subsonic equations is 
simplified in two related ways First , the transonic solution determines the 
proper choked flow mass flux, thereby eliminating the need for lengthy 
iterations of the subsonic numerical method in order to integrate through the 
throat singularity. Second, the transonic solution can be used to generate a 
subsonic "start line , ' I  so to speak , thereby providing boundary conditions for 
the subsonic flow on a completely closed contour. 
+ 
W e n  approached in the above manner, the subsonic regime should be 
amenable to  solution in a fraction of the t i m e  currently required. A properly 
conceived and executed relaxation technique appears to  be ideally suited to 
the task and one such approach is outlined below. 
+Recent results of References 8 and 9 ,  appear to indicate that for s m a l l  
normalized throat radii of curvature , upstream influences become apparent 
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In cylindrical coordinates, the equations describing the flow in the 
subsonic region of the nozzle are (from (13) and (14)) 
2 where a is known explicitly in terms of velocity for an  ideal gas ,  and implicitly, 
through the equation of state and Bernoulli's Equation , for a real gas ,u ,  v ,  and 
a have been normalized by the critical sound speed , a'*, and z and r by the 
throat radius, r* The boundary conditions are , in general 
a e On a solid boundary 
-b v s = o  
b e  On the center line 
v = o  
v(r) = 0 
d. On the transonic "start  line" 
where utr is computed from the transonic expansion solution. 
The reasons for specifying the upstream boundary condition (c in the above) 
as shown are not immediately obvious. A given rocket nozzle is finite in length 
and one might, at first ,  feel that the proper boundary condition should be uniform 
parallel flow at the head end,  or some other station in the combustion chamber, 
with the velocity selected so as to match the known choked mass flux (from 
the transonic solution) 
condition, two of which are as follows: uniform parallel flow implies that 
v I  av/ar  and a u / a r  a l l  equal zero, however, equations (79) and (80)) then 
imply that au /az  and av/az a l so  equal zero, which in  turn implies the 
There a re ,  however, several faults with such a boundary 
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erroneous conclusion that the velocity will remain uniform and parallel as long 
as the nozzle cross-sectional area remains constant Secondly, the 
u n i f e a  parallel flow boundary ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ ~ ~ i n ~  the mass flux into 
the solution domain to be  equal to the  mass flux out, for all t i m e .  A s  a 
result ,  the m a s s  M inside the domain remains constant. The value of M 
corresponding to  the proper solution of the equations of motion is not known 
a priori, and, in general, the initial guess  from which the relaxation solution 
proceeds will yield an inconsisteht value for M. 
The boundary condition, v =  0 ,  however, does not lead t o  either of these para- 
doxical results e The velocity profiles may vary even in a straight channel and the m a s s  
flux in,  a t  the upstream boundary is not constrained, so that during the relaxation 
procedure mass can flow into or out of the domain until the proper value is 
achieved. The reason for specifying the boundary condition at -03 rather than 
at a finite distance is touched on by Moretti (Ref 13 ) and can be heuristically 
stated a s  follows: the boundary conditions on the axis and on solid walls are fixed, 
and the downstream boundary condition is set by the transonic flow solution 
(or by the throat singularity i f  other techniques are used): fixing the remaining 
boundary condition, v = 0 ,  at a finite distance may not yield a solution compatible 
with the equations of motions. Using the current technique, this would show up 
as differences between the values of v along the transonic s tar t  line as found by 
the transonic and subsonic solutions 
The equations of motion may be written in many different forms by 
employing potential functions, stream functions , changes in independent 
variables, etc. Bearing in mind that the solution is t o  be sought via the method 
of relaxation, the advantages and drawbacks of the alternative formulations 
were considered, It was concluded that changes in  the dependent variables 
did not result in simplifications significant enough to warrant their use. 
However, computationally, it is convenient t o  map as many of the physical 
boundaries on to constant transformed coordinate l ines as possible This type 
of mapping reduces the amount of special  differencing required a t  the physical 
boundaries 
assumed that 
Without specifying particular forms of the transformations, it is 
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a. x = x ( r , z )  
be  y = y.(r, z) 
The above transformations can be made to  allow the z coordinate to  be 
mapped into a finite region and the wall boundary onlo a constant coordinate 
line. This mapping leaves only the region near the throat to be handled in a 
special  manner 
Substitution of equation (82) into (79) and (80) yields 
V X X Z + V  y = u  y + u  x y z  y r  x r  
(a" - u") {ux xz + uy Yz} - 2uv (u y r  y + u x r  x 1 
+ (a2-v2)  (v y + v  x )  + 9 = O  y r  x r  
where the subscripts denote partial differentiation with respect t o  the 
subscripted variable e 
Prescribing appropriate transforms for r and z into x and y will allow 
constant mesh spacing to  be used in the transformed plane. Second order 
central difference formulas can then be used to evaluate the derivatives 
equations (83) and (84). The applicable central difference formulas are 
in 
4 6  
with the diagram below illustrating the mesh spacing. 
Substitution of the difference analogs into equations (83) and (84) gives 
a: . vi . 
+ 2 h  ' l r  " = o  
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Since equation (86) does not involve values of ui a point by point 
relaxation solution of equations (86) and (87) is impossible. However, a 
solution can be found i f  vi 
(861, i .e.,  
or vi J , j '  
is evaluated by numerically integrating equation 
or i f  all the values of u and v are coupled, and solved forl along a coordinate 
line. The latter method is known as line relaxation and has several advantages 
over point by point techniques. They are: 
1. A l l  the values of u and v along a coordinate line are solved 
for simultaneously and therefore the domain of influence of 
each point is extended. 
2 .  The differenced equations can be solved for values which 
include the derivatives of the functions instead of just the 
functionals at a given point. This type of differencing gives 
the best assurance that the differenced equations are indeed 
analogs of the differential equations e 
When equations (86) and (87) are cast in the line difference form, a 
banded matrix is generated involving values of u and v along the line 
x = constant or y = constant. The line difference equations in the y 
direction are: 
which may be conveniently written as 
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where 
A1 = Yr h/K 
A2 =- y, h/K 
Ag = A4 = 0 
A 5 = - A 1  
Equation (87) is conveniently written a s  
where 
B~ = - h yr - v ~ ,  j) 
B6 = - B2 
The line difference equations for the y = constant line are similar to 
equations (90) and (92) e In order to  actually solve equations @O) and (92) I 
two relations which either specify u and v a t  the boundaries, or relate their 
values t o  those a t  adjacent points, are needed. Since the boundary conditions 
can only fix one velocity component, or derivative on each boundary, the other 
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relation must be found by using one of the differential equations in finite 
difference form. Without going into the details of the numerics, the boundary 
conditions for the difference equations are: 
a e On a solid boundary 
V e n = o  - B - B  -+ u s i n e + v w c o s  e = O  @ = t a n  -1 - drw 
dz W 
- 
and vy yz - u y = vx xz which in finite difference form yields a ~r 
and adjacent points 
W I  vw relation between u 
b e  On the centerline 
v = o  
and the irrotational equation which implies au - 0  
3Y 
v = o  
and the momentum equation which implies e = 0 
d o  On the ''start line" 
tr u = u  
and the irrotational equation which relates v on the boundary to the velocity 
values at neighboring points. 
Central difference quotients cannot, in general, be used t o  evaluate 
Therefore, in order to retain second order derivatives on the boundaries 
accuracy at the boundaries, three point forward (or backward) difference 
quotients and interpolation formulas should be used 
In order t o  begin the relaxation procedure, initial values must be 
assigned at each mesh point 
theory up to a specified axial station and then interpolated to fair smoothly 
into the start  l ine,  or,  i f  necessary,  more sophisticated starting procedures 
can be devised. With known initial values a t  each point, equations (90) and (92) 
These can be calculated from one-dimensional 
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can  be solved line by l ine,  using the usual techniques for inverting banded 
matricies, until a complete set of new values a t  each point has been calculated. 
The calculation is then repeated until the new and old values of the velocities 
at each point differ by less than an  assigned error criterion. Various modified 
forms of the above procedure, such as over and under-relaxation and the method 
of alternating displacement (see R e f ,  14) ,  have been developed which, in many 
cases I significantly increase the solution convergence rate e If o m  proceeds. 
properly, many of these variations can be easi ly  tested to  find the 
one most suitable for the current problem e 
The technique outlined above holds promise of being able to provide 
combined subsonic-transonic solutions much more economically than other 
currently available methods , and efforts to  implement it appear to be warranted, 
However, s ince the transonic solutions obtained herein are not accurate enough 
for small radii of curvature nozzles,  the above technique will be limited to  
nozzles having normalized radii of curvature greater than about one , 
unless accurate local transonic expansion solutions can be found for s m a l l  R ,  
in the future. 
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V, SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The transonic equations of motion for a converging-diverging nozzle , 
including the effect of variable gamma, have been solved in toroidal 
coordinates using a combination of an  asymptotic small parameter expansion 
and a double coordinate expansion, The series expansions were carried out 
in general for nth order terms so that high order solution could be found 
recursively. 
Various related solutions were obtained using different expansion 
parameters and coordinate normalizations , however , all of these efforts 
failed to yield a series solution which was convergent for small R e  After 
an initial region of convergence all of the series begin to diverge in a 
manner typical of asymptotic expansions e The degree of divergence and the 
value of R where it begins is a function of the expansion parameter utilized 
and the order of the solution. These results refute the contentions of 
Reference 1 0  in regards to  the applicability of expansion techniques to nozzles 
with s m a l l  throat radii of curvature, It is currently felt that the failure of 
expansion techniques for small R is due to  the  following reason. The expansion 
solutions assume that the local throat geometry completely determines the 
transonic flow field and that there is no significant influence from the upstream 
flow, This assumption is certainly wrong a t  R = 0 where there is no throat 
geometry to  determine the flow , and recent evidence from several sources 
suggests that upstream influence on the transonic region becomes more 
significant a s  R gets smaller, Thus, the expansion methods probably fail 
due to  a breakdown in one of the premises upon which they are based, 
An expansion solution which included the effect of variable gamma (for 
a homogeneous unstriated flow) was a l so  calculated,  and it appears that the 
effect of variable gamma in the transonic region is negligible. The analysis 
and resultant computer program were also modified slightly to enable them 
to extend the method of Hall to higher orders by solving the equations in 
cylindrical coordinates e This enabled the technique proposed in Reference 10 
to  be extended, and the results were found to grow progressively worse for 
higher orders e 
5 2  
A novel, and potentially useful method (although it is probably limited 
to  R > 1 in view of the previous conclusions) for calculating the subsonic 
portion of the flow is a l so  described. The method is based on the assumption 
that a local transonic expansion solution can be used to  generate a subsonic 
"start  line" and eliminate the need t o  iterate to  sat isfy the mass flow 
singularity at the throat. 
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APPENDIX A 
This appendix contains a brief derivation of the coordinate and velocity 
transformations , the metrics and their derivatives in toroidal coordinates , and 
the general orthogonal coordinate forms of the divergence , curl and gradient 
operators. 
Toroidal Coordinate Trans for ma tion 
Le t  x, y ,  z be the usual Cartesian coordinates , r ,  z , , the usual 
cylindrical coordinates and < q I) the toroidal coordinates. Then i f  the 
complex variable, p , is defined a s  
p = r + i z  
p +  o*+ 
2 r =  
i z = 2 ( o *  - p) 
r 
z = - a  
q =  0 
< = - n  
Figure A-1 
+In this Appendix, an asterisk denotes the complex conjugate, 
A- 1 
The coordinates of a point with respect to points 1 and 2 of Figure A-1 are:: 
-i el 
p - a = -  r e  1 
-i e2 
p * + a = r  e 2 
The toroidal coordinates 5 ,  q are defined a s  
r2 q = A n -  
Using (A-3) and (A-4) it can be shown that 
P 
a 
e?' - e-7 + 2 i  s in  
e q  + e-q + 2 cos 5 
- sinh n + i s in  5 
cosh q + cos 5 - =  
which, when combined with equation (A-2) yields 
a sinh n 
cos S + cosh q r =  
-3) 
(8-4) 
(A- 5) 
a s in  E 
cos 5 + cosh ?-l z =  
Using the previous results , the equations of the coordinate lines 
are found t o  be 
5 = constant 2 2 r + (z + a cot 5)' = a csc' 5 
2 2 2  2 q = constant (r - a coth q) + z = a csch 
The 5 = constant lines are circles with centers at z = - a cot 5 and radii equal 
to a csc 5 :  while the q = constant lines are circles with centers at r = a coth q 
with radii of a csch  q .  
A- 2 
If the throat wall is taken to be part of a circle of radius R w l  and if the 
throat radius is r*, it follows from (A-7) and (A-8) that 
1 
cosh qw-l R =  
1 
a = r* (1 + 2R)' 
where R = R,/I" is the nondimensional throat wall radius of curvature. 
Metrics 
In addition to the coordinate transformation, the m e t r i c s  , hl , h2, h3 ,  
in toroidal coordinates, and their derivatives, are also required. The third 
toroidal coordinate, $ , is defined as  
y/x = tan ~r 
or 
(A-9) 
(A-10) 
-1 1) 
(A- 1 2) 
(A-1 3) 
A- 3 
The required derivatives can be found using (A-6) and @-12) and, after 
much simplification, lead to 
- a hp  = h2 - 
COS 5 + cosh q 
- a sinh - 
h3 COS E + c:sh 77 
I 
The following derivatives of the metrics are required in order to  find 
the curl ,  gradient and divergence in toroidal coordinates 
- s in  < - 
COS 5 + cosh hl 
2 sinh - 
cos 4 + c:sh q hl h3 (hlh3)? = j coth - L- 
(A-14) 
(a- 1 5) 
-1 6) 
7 - 1 i- cosh TI cos 4 - sinh 
sinh q (cos e + cosh q) - hl h3 - 
A- 4 
Curl I Diverqence and Gradient in General Curvilinear Coordinates 
In order to write the equations of motion in toroidal coordinates, the 
curl, divergence and gradient operators must be defined. In general othogonal. 
h2 I h and unit vectors a , a 2 ,  a3; coordinates x1 I ,, x with metrics h l ,  
a general vector 
- b + +  
3 3 
-b -b -+ -B A = A 1  a l  + A, a, + A3 a3 
d 
The divergence, gradient and curl of A are 
1 a A1 1 a A, 1 aA3 
hl ax, h 2 ax, h3 ax3  
+ - -  + - -  o = -  -
-b -b 
(A-18) 
To find these operators in toroidal coordinates, set x1 = 5 ,  x2 = r) , x3 = $ and 
use the metrics and their derivatives given by (A-l4)-(A-16) a A s  a result of the 
axial symmetry of the present problem a/ax3 = a / a  $ = 0 
A- 5 
Transformation of the Velocities to Cylindrical Coordinates 
The direction cosines between toroidal and Cartesian coordinates are 
given by Table A-1 below e 
TABLE A-1 
X Y z 
Using the metrics and the tranformations x, y I  z + 5 , q, $ I it is 
found that i f  B is used to  denote the direction cosine between the subscripted 
axes, then 
c- 1 s in  9 - ; sinh n s in  
(A-2 0) 
- s in2  
'Os * -t- (cos 5 +:ash q) u 5IZ 
A- 6 
9 s in  sinh" 
(P rl I Y  = Lcosh rl - (cos 5 +c:sh q) -1 
(A-20) Cont, 
- -  s in  €s inh  r) 
(cos 6 sinh q )  or rltz 
In cylindrical coordinates, r" = x" + y", so the components in  the r 
direction are given by 
Then i f  vr and vz are used to  denote the velocities in the r and z directions, 
respectively, then 
v = u  + v l c o s h  r) - sinh" n 1 ?- sinh n sin [ 
(COS [ + cosh q )  L (COS 6 + cosh q) _I r 
(A-22) 
A- 7 
APPENDIX B 
Since the transonic equations are to  be solved by an expansion 
technique, it is desirable to  have a l l  of the variables of order unity. A 
general derivation of the proper scale  transformations and series forms is 
outlined below - 
T.he following general scaling and series forms are assumed: 
- 4  5 =  
c a  
- -  
(Note: 5 ,  q I u1 I u2 e e e , v ,v2 e e e are then al l  of order unity) 1 
where e is the expansion parameter. As  discussed in the text, 
Lim 8 = e 1  
R "  
, and q w  = O ( S ) ;  therefore, from equation (B-1) , 
b = l  (B- 3) 
To determine a , c l ,  c2 I dl I d2,  equations (B--l)-(B-3) are substituted into 
equations (22) and (23) 
lowest order terms, and then the next lowest order terms to yield nontrivial 
solutions e The following expansions will be needed: 
The unknown coefficients are found by requiring first the 
2 X c o s h x =  1 + 2 + , * ,  
13 
B- 1 
The lowest order terms from equation (22) are: (Note: In the following, 
the constant arithmetic coefficients are ignored since they do not affect the 
ordering of terms) e 
The lowest order terms from equation (23) are: 
dl-  1 dl -1 
5 T 
+ E  - + E a ? + G V 1 = O  rl (B- 6) u1 u1 - 
2c1- a 
6 
Since the boundary conditions are homogeneous 
- 
q = o  VI = 0 
- -  
r l =  rlw VI = 0 
at least one nonhomogeneous term must remain in the lowest order equations: 
otherwise the trivial solution , u'  = constant and v' = 0 results.  Thus, equating 
powers of E #  the conditions 
dl - a = 1 = c1 - 1 
and 
2c1 - a = a = d l  - 1 (B-8) 
must be satisfied.  These conditions lead to 
a = 2 ,  c1 = 2 ,  dl = 3  (B-9) 
In order t o  check for the possible occurrence of fractional intermediate 
powers of E in the velocity expansions I the second order terms in the expansion 
of equations (22) and (23) have been examined. 
Equation (22) gives: 
(B- 1 0) 
B- 2 
for which the condition 
q2 - 2 = c2 - 1 = 3 
must be satisfied.  Thus, 
d2 = 5 
c2 = 4 
The second order terms from equation (23) give exactly the same result. 
Thus, from (B-3) and (B-9) it can be seen that the toroidal coordinates 
sca le  as 
and (B-9) and (B-12) show that the velocity ser ies  should be written as 
(B-11) 
(B- 1 2) 
(3- 1 3) 
(B-14) - -  - -  
V I =  c ~ v ~ ( ~ ,  q) + s 5 v 2 ( 5 ,  'I) + . e e 
B- 3 
APPENDIX C 
The DK I s  appear in  the momentum equation (23) and contain velocity 
expansions aAd the products of velocity expansions, such as 
W 
2K+ 1 
VK v ' =  c 63 2K K =  1 UK u ' =  c c K = l  
co K =  1 m K - 1  
K = 2  n =  1 K =  0 n = l  
u = v ( K - 2 )  C E 2 K C U  K-n u n (C-2) K-n n UJ = c E Z K  c u 
W K - 2  CQ K = 2  
K =  3 n =  1 K= 0 n =  1 
(c - 3) K-1-n vn v = v(K-3) 2 cZK v K-1-n n V I 2  = c €2K v 
The expansions of the trigonometric and hyperbolic functions require that 
the series expansion of q, be raised to  integral powers. 
co 
n=O 
The AN , n  are given in equation (4 5) e 
Using equation ((2-5) the trigonometric and hyperbolic functions can be 
expressed as 
m - 2P-1 
P = l  
sinh q = sinh qw q = E 
(c - 5) 
W - 
p2 
cosh q = cosh y, y = c2' B 
P = O  
s in  15; = s in  c q ,  5 = c c2' B~ 
P = l  3 
c-1 
(C-6) Cont. 
co - 
Bps 
coth r) = coth q W  q = cZp- l  
P = O  
where the B p l s  are given by equation (41) a 
The velocity derivatives require the velocity series t o  be divided by 
the q w  ser ies  and can be conveniently written as 
m 
2P-1 v i =  r, E 
P = l  
m 
v' = c € 2p c 
P = l  p2 
The Cp's are given in equation (42). 
The E variables result from the various products of velocity derivatives 
and trigonometric or hyperbolic functions 
c-2 
APPENDIX D 
- - -  
The B, C ,  D ,  and Evariables (equations 57 ,  59 ,  60, 62) are derived 
from the B ,  C ,  D and E's (equations 41-44) , respectively, by expanding the 
latter in powers of 5 , q and collecting terms. The two sets of variables are 
related as follows. 
- -  
~2 m P = C B  m= 0 P , m 2  
- (P-m) 5 
P-1 - - 
m-0 ? BP,m3 
- (P-m) P 
= C B  5 m=O P a 4  
- (2 m- 1) P 
= C B  rl m=O p / m 5  
-m - (Zn+l) P-1 P-l-m - = E  c C P I  m l n l  5 1 1  
c P l  m=O n=O 
-m -2n  P-m 
cp3 m=O n=O 
= 5  C C  P , m , n g  5 r l  
D-1 
Y m  -(2n-l) = c  p-l Em - CJ P,m,n4 5 ' 1  
cp4 m=O n=l 
(D-2) Cont. 
I s ,  themselves, make use of the following relations The'p,m,n 
for the velocity derivatives 
F m - 1  -2n N N-m 
N -  m=l n=O N,m,n = E  E a  m ,  rl U 5 
,m -(2n-1) N-1 N-m = c  C a  
m=O n=l 
2n =. rt N,m,n N- rl 
U 
(D- 3) 
7 - 1  -(Zn+l) N N-m 
m-1 n=O 
= c  C b  m c  rl I\J,m,n VN 
5 
-2 n N N-m = C  c b  
m=O n=O 
2n + 1 Ym q 
N m , n  N- v 
V 
x -2L - Q 
= 5 v E Q , K , L ,  
EQl K=O L=O 
-2L - Q 
E Q2 = K=O c L=O c a p q  EQ,K,L2 
(D-4) 
D-2 
The 5 ' s  are related to the D's  through the equations for the products 
of velocities (which are expressed in terms of the F 's)  e Al l  of the velocity 
multiplications are of one of the three following types,  
-2P M+N N+M-Q 
Q = O  P=O 
c 
-2P M+N N+M+l-Q 
Q = O  P = l  
c c 
M+N N+M-Q -Q -(2p+l) 
F ~ ,  M I Q , p3 c c f q  Q=O P = O  
D-3 
APPENDIX E 
Computer Program 
The philosophy used i n  writing the transonic computer program was to 
make the  program listing correspond as closely as possible to the equations 
of section 11 of this  report. To this end, each of the functions in  the e q ~ ~ i ~ R ~  
were programmed as FgRTRAN functions using the following naming eonventiatis: 
a) 
b) 
c) 
functions beginning with lower case lettex are pretended with 
the letter s for s m a l l .  Capital letters were left unchanged 
the number of arguments to the function is always the last 
character of the function name 
for numbered functions names the number immediately follows 
the letter identifying the function and the letter A separates the 
function number and the number of arguments 
hence: 
b ~ y  M, N becomes SB3(P, M, N) 
Since zero indexing was required, a dynamic storage allocation technique 
known as  bucketing was used to  compute indexes and a l so  t o  conserve storage. 
The use of the bucket a l so  allowed most functions to  be evaluated only once. 
The following gives a brief description of the subroutines and functions 
used in the program: 
Program TRaNS@N 
Main program which controlled overall logic 
Subroutine INPUTM 
Reads the input data 
* Subroutine GETADD 
Calculates the indexes for each array in the bucket 
ubroutine INIT 
Calculates constants and initializes some variables 
E-1 
Function FAC 
Returns the  factorial of its argument 
Function SA1 
Returns a i  
Function SE 1 
Returns ei 
Function A 2  
Returns Ai J 
Function L@K 
Computes the  position in the  bucket of 3 dimensional variables 
Subroutine DEBUG 
Supplies some Namelist debug print out 
Function B 1A2 
Entry Point Returns 
B1A2 
B2A2 
B3A2 
B4A2 
B5A 2 
Function SA3 
Returns a 
i J t k  
Function SB3 
Returns b i J , k  
Function DELTA 
Returns G (s) 
E- 2 
Function SR 1 
Returns b i  
Function C 1A3 
Entry point 
C 1A3 
c2A3 
C3A3 
C4A3 
Function SZ 
Returns si 
, j  
Function S3 
Returns si 
, j l k  
Function D1A3 
Entry Point 
D1A3 
D2A3 
D3A 3 
D483 
D5A 3 
D6A 3 
Function F ].A4 
Entry Point 
F 1A4 
F ZA4 
F 3A4 
R e  tur 11 s 
R e  turns 
i l j l k 6  
D 
Returns 
FNl M I Q l  P1 
E-3 
Function E183 
Entry Point Re  turns 
E1A3 
E2A3 
E3A 3 
-EM 3 
E5A 3 
EQl Kl  L1 
Function EP 1A3 
Entry Point Returns 
EP 1A3 
EP2A3 
EP5A3 
Subroutine C G ~ E F F  
Generates the coefficients matrix for the transonic solution. 
Subroutine RHSIDE 
Controls the calculation of the right hand s ides  of the transonic equations 
Subroutine M @ MEN 
Calculates the right hand s ides  of the momentum equations 
Subroutine IRRaT 
Calculates the right hand s ides  of irrotational equations 
Subroutine INVRT 
Inverts the coefficient matrix 
Subroutine S@LN 
Calculates the coefficients in the solution to the transonic equations 
E-4 
The computer program input is standard FDRTRAN IV NAMELIST. 
Familiarity with this standard input procedure is assumed. 
The input list of variables are a s  follows: 
$DATA 
GAMMA = 
D =  
PMAX = 
RCURV = 
EFLAG = 
ratio of specific heats 
maximum order of solution desired 
throat radius of curvature, only used for 
EFLAG > 2 , but a value must always be 
input. 
boundary condition flag 
EFLAG = 4, 6 = 1 / (1+R), 71 = T / e ,  
for EFLAG > 3 #  RCURV is used 
$END 
One note on conversion, different FGRTRAN IV compilers 
treat multiple entry points to function subprograms differently, The CaC--SOOO 
series , RUN compiler uses  the following conventions: 
a) a value is assigned to every entry point of a function subprogram 
b) the argument list for each entry point is implied to be identical 
with that of the main entry point. Hence, each entry point must 
be  called with the same number of argument as the main entry 
point , but that argument list must only appear on the main entry 
point 
E-5 
Output from the program consists of the coefficients of the velocity 
expansions up to  order PMAX. The output is in the form A(I ,J ,K) 
B(I I J #K) which correspond to  a and b in equation (51). A 
sample of the output (up to third order) for the following input conditions 
is given below. 
i , j  ,k i , j  ,k 
INPUT: GAMMA = 1.4 ,  D = 0.05, EFLAG = 2.0,  PMAX = 5 ,  
RCURV = 0.25 
OUTPUT: 
E-6 
008026 
O O U B 2 9  
O O O Q 2  
c108029 
080 
c o o  
008 
000 
000 
000 
008  
008 
008 
008 
00s 
008 
008 
000 
ons 
ooa  
C 
c 
c 
10 
C 
C 
100 
C 
C 
CALL lN1T 
CALL DEBUG 
CALL OUTS 
END 
C 
c 
e 
6r 
6 
C 
C 
C 
c 
G 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
c 
C 
c 
C 
e 
E 
C 
e 
C 
C 
e 
C 
E 
C 
c 
C 
e 
c 
e 
GETADD 
COMMOtJ/ I NDEXS/PMAX@ NSTBR 
OF ARGS 
1 
1 
1. 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 23 
3 14 
3 I 5
3 I b  
3 ? 7  
3 !, 0 
3 19 
3 2 G 
5 2 i  
3 22 
3 
3 
23 
24 
3 35 
3 26 
3 27 
5 29 
3 30 
R 31, 
N A 32 
NA 33 
a 4  N A 
3 28 
FORTRAN NAME 
5a1 
5e1 
5r1 
CA2 
C B f l l A 2  
CR02A2 
CB83A2 
CB04A2 
C885A2 
c5b2 
C C B l A 3  
CC82A3 
CCB3A5 
C C 6 4 P 3  
CDBiA3 
CbH2A3 
COB3A3 
CD04A3 
CDB5A3 
CDB6A5 
CEBiA3 
CEB2A3 
CEB3A5 
CEBIA3 
CEB5 AS 
5a3 
ep1a3 
EP2A3 
EP5A3 
NA 
NA 
c w 3  
583 
(SUBROLT I NE I Id I T 
C OM Y Ob:/ E PSF L G !EF L A G 

o0021cl 
000 
008 
000 
000 
008 
0 0 0 2 i b  
000217 
000221 
000222 
00022.3 
DO0224 
000225 
008226 
000227 
008228 
000229 
000230 
000233 
908232 
go023 
00023 
00025 
008236 
030237 
000238 
008242 
000248  
000249  
000250 
09025% 
000252 
000255 
(200254 
000255 
000256 
000 
000 
000 
000240 
000261 
000262 
000290 
C 
c 
C 
2 4 c  
920 
250 
C 
C 
C 
550 
360 
4oc 
930 
C 
c 
C 
420 
c .  
e 
c 
4 5 0  
500 
c 
6 
5513 
C 
6: 
C 
e g o  
9%0 
900 
6 
c 
c 
c: 
c: 
800 
980  
S A 1  ( 1 NDX 1 
c S A L =  SMALL A WXTh 1 AHWMENT 
C O M M O N  LA 100 1 8 Ef P 1 
c 
BO 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
C 
300 
R O C  
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
c 
FORCE Tf+ACE B A C K  
FIND COCATlONS IN BUCKET FOR 3-0 ARRAYS 
c 
t 
C 
6 
800 
c 
900 
ERROR CHECK 
000429 
C 
C 
C 
C 
000487 
000488 
000489 
000490 
000491 
000492 
00049 
00049 
00049 
000496 
00049 7 
000496 
000499 
000500 
000503. 
008502 
000503 
000504 
ooo5os 
000509 
6 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
000524 
UOc1527 
000520 
000529 
000590 
000546 
000547 
000546 
080549 
c10055L 
000550 
Oc0552 
000557 
000558 
0011559 
000560 
000561 
000552 
00956.3 
OClr)564 
000565 
000566 
000567 
003560 
000569 
000570 
00i359d, 
00057 
00057 
0005"?5 
00059 
000577 
000556 
000572 
10 
C 
20 
C 
3 8  
C 
40 
C 
50  
f. or! 
80D 
C 
c 
C 
000598 
00059 
00060 
o o a s o l  
00060 
00060 
00040 
000405 
000604 
008607 
0 0 0 6 3 9  
000611) 
ooo6nt) 
o o a 6 i g  
e 
e 
R O T !  
e 
C 
c 
900 
C 
c 
9Qil 
C 
C 
C 
9 0 0  
f Q  
008658 
00865$ 
000633 
000634 
000695 
000636 
000637 
O G O b 3 8  
000439 
000440 
009442 
00064 
00064 
00044 
00c)646 
008650 
000456 
0006 A0 
000670 
C 
C 
I@ 
c 
50 
1 I;fl 
C 
C 
f 1 L O  
c, 
1517 
200 
C 
000686 
060692 
0 0 0 6 9 3  
000694 
000695 
000496 
000697 
0 0 0 6 9 ~  
Oi)B699 
OOO7rJOQ 
00090% 
000702 
000703 
008Vn4 
300705 
300707 
300708 
300V09 
30071bl 
300716, 
ooavo4 
300712 
10091 
3007% 
1007% 
100'71 
10071 
3007114 
0009119 
DO0720 
300721 
DO0722 
00072 
c 
210 
c 
c 
250 
a0 
"00 
i; 
c 
c 
9i3D 
CALL E X I T  
a0072 
00072 
00072 
000727 
00072 
00872 
00079 
0007351 
00073 
00073 
00073 
000735 
000736 
008757 
000738 
000799 
000748 
O0074k 
00074 
002)74 
00074 
00@745 
000746 
000749 
000950 
000751 
00075 
00075 
000754 
008755 
000756  
003759 
000758 
000759 
OOrJ76% 
000762 
000968 
00076 
00076 
00076 
00095 
OOO767 
000768 
000769 
00079Q 
QOO791b 
00077 
00877 
00097 
00077 
00077 
0007’3 
a0077 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
Q O  
R 00 
G 
C 
C 
9 3 8  
08079  
0 0 0 1 9  
0 0 0 9 9 7  
0 0 0 9 9 8  
000999  
0QO800 
C 
c 
PO 
20 
30 
4 0  
R O  
P O P  
C 
e 
3-10 
c 
1.6 0 
18 0 
eon 
e 
e 
c 
211! 
e 
240  
25a 
30Q 
C 
C 
310 
920 
c 
n 
57? 
4 0 0  
C 
C 
006916 
0009313 
-2 0 
c 
e 
6: 
520 
c; 
54n 
580 
606 
70n 
c 
c; 
c 
so0  
c 
e 
C 
9 0 0  
0 0 0 9 9 8  
Q 
Q 
0 
0 
Q 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
C 
C 
c 
C 
c 
I R  
C 
c 
0 A T A X h C A L C / 5 H NC br C C / 
00 
00 
00 
00 
c 
c 
C 
4 . 1  I7 
c 
140 
155; 
194 
C 
c 
c 
C 
c 
C 
c 
310 
34 0 
35c 
355 
4 0 0  
420  
425 
3n 
455 
I; 
45n 
C 
e 
7 0 0  
800 
c 
c 
c 
9012 
OBI286 
00 
00 
0 8  
O B  
O Q  
c 
C 
‘10 
C 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60  
P C  
i G 0  
c 
11 1. c. 
15c. 
155 
001326 
001332 
U0l.334 
001337 
001336 
001349 
001349 
00¶,3511 
o a t s $ .  
001355 
O O l 3 5 4  
009357 
008355  
001378 
C 
C 
C 
C 
410 
420 
425  
430  
a35 
C 
e 
4 4 0  
4 5 0  
C 
e 
4 6 0  
7 0  
4 8 0  
500 
R O O  
c 
C 
c 



7 TH SUM 
00166 
00166 
00166 
00%660 
0 0 1 ~ 6  
BOib6 
OOi66 
00167 
0 0 1 6 7 2  
00$473 
001674  
001675 
001476 
001677 
001698 
001679 
001680 
001681 
001682 
OOlSOl 
001484 
0016RS 
001686 
001687 
001688 
001489  
001690 
00i69a 
001691  
001692 
001693 
001694 
001695 
001696 
0 0 1 6 9 7  
001698 
001699 
OG1700 
0017031. 
001702 
081703 
003704 
001705 
001706 
001707 
0017f38 
001709 
0019.lQ 
0011711 
00171 
00371 
001734 
c 
C 
96C 
780 
8 0 0  
810 
C 
c 
C 
910 
COLLECT TERMS 
002717  
00173 
0 0 1 7 3  
00173 
003.73 
0 0 1 7 3 8  
001939 
0 0 1 7 4 0  
0051743 
0 0 1 7 4 2  
00174 
00194  
0 0 1 7 4 3  
001946 
00tV47 
Q01Y 48 
0 0 1 7 4 9  
001750 
00175g 
110f.952 
0 0 1 7 5 3  
001754 
001755 
001956 
001757  
000758 
001759  
001768 
00176 
0 0 1 7 4  
00176 
0 0 $ 9 6  
003.76 
00176 
OOP96 
002.968 
OOi969 
80  
100 
c 
C 
c 
C 
P O 1  
1 B U  
180 
200 
C 
C 
c 
sao 
6 
C 
6 
550 
3 RD SUM 
00199  
0 0 i t 7  
0 0 1 7 ~  
08178  
OB198 
001786 
001769 
OOi988 
001989  
001790  
OOi791  
0 0 3 7 9 2  
OOf1793 
0011794 
00179  
0 0 1 7 9 6  
0 0 1 7 9 7  
0 0 1 9 9 0  
001799  
0 0 1 8 0 0  
0 0 1 8 0 1  
0 0 1 8 0 2  
0 0 1 8 0 3  
001804 
0 0 1 8 0 J  
001806  
001807  
001808  
001809  
001810  
0 0 1 8 1 1  
0 0 1 8 1 2  
0 0 1 8 1 3  
001814  
001815  
003016 
001817  
00118i8 
001819  
rl01820 
0 0 1 8 2 1  
001822 
0 0 1 8 2 3  
001824  
0 8 1 8 2 5  
001826  
001827 
001828 
001829 
001839  
0 0 1 8 5 1  
OOA83 
0 0 1 8 3  
00185 
0 0 1 8 3  
o o i a a  
00183 
001183 
38 0 
80 
c 
c 
450 
4 8 C  
5 0 0  
c 
c 
C 
600 
6 
C 
c 
c 
650 
680 
T o o  
c 
C 
c 
5 le SUM 
001898 
00189% 
001892 
001 
001 
001895 
003.896 
001899 
OOP89Cl 
001099 
001900 
0 0 1 9 0 1  
001902 
ui11903 
001904 
001905 
001906 
001907 
001908 
001909 
001910 
9 0 1 9 1 l  
001912 
OU1913 
001914 
001915 
001916 
001917 
001919 
001920 
001921 
003922 
U01923 
(301924 
oc)192!5 
001926 
001927 
001928 
001929 
U01939 
001931 
001932 
001933 
081934 
001935 
001934 
001937 
clot1938 
001939 
001940 
O O i 9 4 i  
001942 
001943 
001944  
001945 
oo191e 
003946 
001948 
002,949 
001950 
001954 
006955 
OOiSS6 
001957 
001958 
0 0 3 9 5 9  
001960 
00196$ 
0031962 
OOi963 
001964 
003,965 
001966 
001967 
001968 
001969 
0 0 1 9 9 0  
001971 
001972 
001973 
001974 
0019953 
001976 
001977 
001978 
001979 
00/9RO 
001981 
001982 
001984 
001986 
001989 
001988 
001989 
OOl.990 
003991 
00199 
00199 
001994 
001995 
001996 
001983 
001985 
c 
c 
6 
c 
C 
C 
c 
9 0  
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